Fusion ADC

Fusion ADC

Load Balancer
powered Edgenexus Core
Make your applications faster, more secure, more
reliable and easy to scale — while saving money

Why are load balancers so important?
Load balancers distribute incoming traffic efficiently

Together, these services maximise application

between available servers and can also provide a

speed, security, reliability and scalability.

range of other services including:

All this functionality ensures load balancers are

•

Global server load balancing

very important for scalable cloud and server stacks.

•

Web application firewalling

Perhaps that’s why some vendors make them really

•

Traffic management

complicated—and expensive.

•

Proxying

•

Application acceleration.

But they don’t have to be.

The Fusion ADC Load Balancer delivers:
Affordability
Our load balancers are significantly less expensive compared to other top tier vendors—while retaining
incredible performance. Because they’re so easy to use, they also ensure you get maximum value.

“

Extremely competitive pricing
MIC

”

“

Lowered the total cost of ownership
Miller Homes

”

Usability
Configurable in minutes and easy to manage through an intuitive interface we give you the power and
confidence to get the very best from your applications.

“
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Incredibly simple to deploy
digdat™

”

“

Vastly better user interface
SDL

”
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Reliability
Maximise uptime for your web-based applications and websites, with added peace of mind. Unrivalled
support includes remote troubleshooting.

“

Superb day-to-day support
Addison Lee

”

“

Eliminates potential downtime
MIC

”

Scalability
What’s holding you back? You can ramp up deployment within minutes to scale with
increased demand and changes in circumstances.

“

Extremely scalable
Colt Ceano

“

”

Will enable us to expand our requirements
quickly and cost effectively
Addison Lee

”

Security
As well as powerful reverse proxy and SSL offload capability, Fusion ADC also has next generation
pre-authentication and SSO to further protect web based applications.
For enhanced security the optional Web Application Firewall adds a key layer of protection to defend
your applications from sophisticated attacks.

“

The resilience that we require
Chime Communications

”

“

Resilience and performance
Colt Ceano

”

Features
Comprehensive, powerful and couldn’t be easier to use

Hardware, Cloud or

SSL Offload

Web Acceleration

Global Server Load Balancing

Traffic Management

Automatic Configuration

Clustering

Web Application Firewall

Intuitive GUI

Compression and Caching

Unprecedented Ease-of-Use

Virtual Appliance
Pre-Authentication
Layer 4-7 Load Balancing
Server Health-Checking
Reverse Proxy
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Install Fusion ADC onto any approved hardware platform - We certify
Cisco UCS B & C, Lenovo Servers as well as popular virtualization
platforms - total flexibility through good design

Even more security
Fusion ADC Load Balancer runs on popular hardware platforms as well

“

as virtualization stacks - try it on Lenovo servers today and see how well
Fusion ADC performs.

invaluable to us
Addison Lee

Test it out on any of the virtualization and server stacks shown below.

”

VMware ESX

Microsoft
Hyper-V

Nutanix

Cisco UCS
Servers

Red Hat KVM

The world’s
most secure
and popular
industry standard
virtualization

Load and use
the Fusion ADC
appliances within
the Hyper-V
framework

World leading
hyperconverged
virtualization
infrastructure
stack

Industry leading
servers, perfect
for hosting Fusion
ADC clustered
appliances

Revolutionizing
the virtualization
space, KVM is
perfect for hosting
Fusion ADC

Advanced performance
Guarantee resiliency for mission critical applications
Whether you use a bespoke hardware server or one of the approved
virtualization platforms, you can rest assured that Fusion ADC will deliver the

“

very best in load balancing efficiencies along with the security capabilities
required for enterprise networking.

Advanced functionality,
cost-effective pricing
and superb pre-sales
experience.
MIC

”

Flexibility through design

“

Stellar performance!
TCS Education System

”

Unlock added convenience and lower TCO
Fusion ADC seamlessly integrates with your existing stack regardless
of infrastructure provider, offering seamless simplicity and lower TCO
compared to other solutions.
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Why VXL Software?
VXL Software is a global leader in the creation of software for homeworking solutions, unified endpoint management,
PC repurposing and digital signage. VXL Software’s commitment to quality and competitiveness enables the
company to provide software solutions which do not just reset the benchmark within that product category, they also
deliver unprecedented value for money.

Who else depends on Edgenexus Core used within
Fusion ADC?
We serve a global client base spanning private and public sector

Why choose the Fusion ADC Load Balancer?

Easy to use

Cost-effective

High-performance

Quickly get to grips with
powerful features and rapidly
scale up to meet demand.

Enjoy enterprise-grade
technology without the
price tag

Increase security and
reduce downtime, backed by
unrivalled VXL support

Want to know more? We’re available.
Email

Call

sales@vxl.net

USA: +1 281 305 1800

Dubai: +971 4 4508361

Singapore: +65 6278 8180

UK: +44 161 775 4755

India: +91 (0) 22 42203100

or any VXL partner

Fusion ADC
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Try it today
https://www.vxlsoftware.com/tryadc

